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The 2010-2011 year will
go down as one of the
most pivotal times in the
history of Pride Toronto.
The organization went through a difficult
period both internally and externally, yet
succeeded in delivering one of the best
Prides in recent memory in July 2011.
This would not have been possible
without some extraordinary efforts by a
lot of very talented and committed
supporters of Pride. First, let us thank
Ben Freeman, Ryan Lester and TK, our
incredibly dedicated staff for their
unswerving commitment through some
very rocky moments, and for creating an
excellent Pride Week to boot. A huge
debt is owed to our courageous Interim
Executive Director, Glen Brown, who
helped us regain community support
and smartly delivered our best results in
years.
We thank our year-round volunteers
who make up more than twenty planning
committees, each with very capable
Coordinators who produce
entertainment, ensure public safety,
plan logistics and much more. We are
also grateful to more than one thousand
weekend volunteers who executed
many aspects of the Festival and were
our ambassadors on the front lines.
We sincerely thank our faithful returning
sponsors and welcome our new
corporate partners, who are so pivotal to
the success of the festival. Our
government supporters at the provincial
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Co-Chairs’ Message
and city levels were also critical in
allowing us to present one of the largest
free Pride Festivals in the world,
attracting thousands of tourists and
generating millions of dollars in
economic activity.
We would like to thank the tireless
community leaders who comprised the
Community Advisory Panel, the CAP
Implementation Committee, and Proud
of Toronto. You did so much to put Pride
Toronto back on track, then supported
and defended us in our time of need.
Thanks also to all the community
groups, businesses and individuals who
participated in the Marches, Parade,
Community Fair, or produced affiliate
events.
And finally, our thanks go to the other
members of our brave little Board of
Directors: Luka Amona, Evan Dean,
Daniel Knox, Roy Mitchell and Chad
Simon, for taking it all in stride and
emerging with a smile on your faces.
And in advance we’ll thank the newest
members of our Board committees – we
are looking forward to working with you.
As we look forward to hosting our
brothers and sisters from around the
world for WorldPride 2014, it’s going to
take all of us, and many others, working
together to ensure our success. We
believe we are on firm ground to
proceed with confidence into another
exciting period in the history of Pride
Toronto.
Francisco Alvarez and Margaret Ngai
~ Co-Chairs, Pride Toronto
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Board Members

Francisco Alvarez, Co-Chair
“Wow. This first year as Co-Chair has been one amazing roller
coaster ride. Fortunately, my natural optimism and thick skin got
me through it. My admiration and thanks to my Board colleagues,
especially our brilliant outgoing Co-Chair, Margaret Ngai, and the
staff and coordinators for their unflagging support. Onwards and
upwards!”

Margaret Ngai, Co-Chair
“The 2011 Pride festival year was remarkable! I am overwhelmed
by the passion for Pride from our community, sponsors and allies
in various governments. Many, many thanks to my fellow Board
members, the wonderful staff team and all the volunteers – I will
miss working with you all!”

Daniel Knox, Treasurer
“Since I joined the board of Pride Toronto two years ago, the
organization has seen many changes and faced several
challenges. But we have come a long way. I want to thank the
Community Advisory Panel (CAP) and every single person who
was involved in the process. Whether through one of the
community meetings, the widely-distributed CAP survey, or
through other channels for feedback, the response was
overwhelming and demonstrated once again that Pride is
relevant. Thank YOU, and Happy Pride!”
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Evan Dean, Secretary
“I believe that 2011 was a real turning point for Pride Toronto. It
was a year in which the organization reconnected with its
community and produced a world-class event that everyone can
be proud of. I‘d like to thank Ben, Ryan, & TK for sticking with
the organization a special thanks to Glen for reminding everyone
why Pride Toronto was worth saving.”

Roy Mitchell
“A remarkable year; Kudos to the Staff, Volunteers and Board for
their hard work in bringing this crazy community together - My
Best Pride 2011 Moment - Riding the ATV pre-parade up Yonge
Street with Ryan, Chad, Luka and Moises to deliver Sofonda Cox
to the head of the Parade! We were applauded like we were the
parade! Oh the Anticipation for 2012!”

Chad Simon
“What an exciting time for Pride Toronto! I was so lucky to have
been a part of this historic year when we saw the Community
and Pride rise up with one voice. The Community gave us
direction and goals, something that we can use as a benchmark
for the years ahead. I am Proud to be a part of this!”

Luka Amona
“What an incredible and busy nine months it has been since
joining the Board! I am grateful to all members of the community
for the opportunity to serve and more importantly, for the
remarkable support that ensured we were able to secure critical
funding and deliver a Pride festival that the community could truly
feel proud of. I want to thank my fellow Board members, the
amazing Pride Staff especially Ryan, Ben & TK and all our
wonderful Coordinators for their commitment, dedication and
service. … what a team!!! My appreciation goes out to all CAP
members, CAPIC members, Proud of Toronto members, our very
own Glen Brown and Cr. Wong-Tam – your leadership made the
difference! I look forward to an even better 2012… Aluta
Continua!”
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Board Committees

Board Committees for the 2010-2011 year included three standing committees
(Governance, Human Resources & Compensation, Finance & Audit), four ad hoc
committees (WP2014, Membership, Board Recruitment & Development, Outreach), and
one board advisory committee (CAPIC). The mandates and highlights of these
committees are summarized in the table below.

COMMITTEE

MANDATE

YEAR HIGHLIGHTS
•

Governance
[Standing]
Chair:
Evan Dean

Develop governance
principle and foster a healthy
governance culture.

•
•

•

Human
Resources &
Compensation
[Standing]
Chair:
Luka Amona

Develop in collaboration with
management the human
resource and compensation
policies, procedures and
organizational structure for
the organization; specific
performance metrics and
oversees their effective
implementation.

•

•

•
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Expanded the governance
committee to include majority of
community members in line with
the CAP report.
Developed new policies for the
organization.
Worked with Fair Votes Canada
to ensure an increased level of
transparency for voting at the
AGM.

Led the successful recruitment
for vacant staff positions
including the Executive Director
search.
Evaluated the benefit program
and transitioned to new
providers to maximize cost
efficiencies and deliver
improved services to staff.
Partnered with Interim ED to
implement initiatives that
rewarded staff dedication and
ensured volunteer appreciation.
Developing a comprehensive
staff & volunteer policies and
procedures manual.
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•

Finance &
Audit
[Standing]
Chair:
Daniel Knox

To assist the Board in
reviewing its financial
policies and procedures and
to oversee the accounting
and financial reporting
processes of the
organization including the
audit of the financial
statements.

•

•

•

WorldPride
2014 (WP14)
[Ad Hoc]
Chair:
Francisco
Alvarez

Composed of four Pride
Toronto Board members, ten
skilled community
volunteers, and Pride’s
Executive Director, this
committee will plan and
organize the WorldPride
Festival in 2014.

•

•

•

Membership
[Ad Hoc]
Chair:
Chad Simon

Reviews existing criteria for
membership and researches
and proposes updates to the
Pride Toronto membership
program.
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•

Led the successful reduction in
Pride Toronto’s expenses while
exceeding targets in
sponsorship revenue.
Monitored budget versus actual
expenditure figures to ensure
positive fiscal position for FY
2010-2011.
Continue to develop Pride
Toronto’s financial principles,
foster a healthy financial
accountability and transparency
culture, and advise the Board
on matters of financial policy
and procedures.

Developing a strategic action
plan by the end of the calendar
year 2011 that will outline clear
timelines, resources and areas
of responsibility for the 2014
Festival. The draft of this plan
will be taken to the community
for public consultation and
input.
Established four working groups
in the areas of design &
branding, governance,
marketing & communications,
and logistics.
Identified main priority for the
year ahead: to have a strong
presence for Toronto at
WorldPride 2012 in London,
England next July.
Added a number of new
Committee members, each
bringing a breadth of knowledge
and zeal to the membership
committee.
Continued to work toward a
more streamlined and
understandable membership
process.
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•

•

Board
Recruitment &
Development
[Ad Hoc]
Chair:
Luka Amona

Identifies skills and
qualifications required by
Board members and
consults with community
members to ensure
representation from the
communities served by Pride
Toronto.

•

•

Outreach
[Ad Hoc]
Chair:
Roy Mitchell

Board
Advisory:
CAPIC
[Advisory]
Chairs:
Luka Amona
Angela
Robertson

Committee reaches out to
the under represented and
marginalized LGBTTIQQ2SA
communities to create
visibility, reduce barriers and
encourage participation at
Pride.

The Committee provides
strategic advice, guidance
and expertise to the Pride
Board in order to
successfully manage the
implementation of the CAP
recommendations.

•

Committee was inactive for the
year as a result of the CAP
process.

•

Developed a strategic roadmap
that prioritized the CAP
recommendations into three
streams and four
implementation categories to
ensure effective activation and
focus on immediate
deliverables.
Developed the pertinent
process and procedures for the
establishment of the Dispute
Resolution Process including
working with community
members to identify individuals
to serve as Dispute Resolution
Officers (DRO).
Led and oversaw the selection
process for the appointment of
the Interim Executive Director.

•

•
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Drafted and developed the
qualifications and skills required
by potential Board members.
Held a number of consultative
meetings with members of the
community to encourage
representation on the Board
from the various communities
especially those currently under
represented at Pride.
Established in partnership with
the Governance Committee the
procedures and process for
nomination and selection of
potential Board members that
promotes transparency and
accountability.
Developing a detailed
orientation guide for new Board
members to facilitate smooth
onboarding.
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Treasurer’s Report

Pride can have a different meaning for each person who attends and it’s important that
Pride Toronto maintains the financial stability to continue providing a relevant and
meaningful experience for the full spectrum of our vibrant and cultural LGBTTIQQ2SA
community.
For 2011, we made many difficult decisions in order to implement a fiscally restrained
budget for our organization, while focusing on hosting a festival with a strong emphasis
on community programming.
Our financial challenge has been to do more with less and thanks to our tireless
volunteers, the 2011 festival was a great success. Blockorama’s return to the TD
Wellesley Stage was a wonderful example of engagement (and represented the
culmination of a lot of hard work by the Blackness Yes committee at PT). Also, we once
again hosted an evening dedicated to Trans programming, and at the Village Stage we
were able to provide an opportunity for many other local artists to be heard. The past
year has been one of rebuilding for our organization and healing for our community.
With continued community input and financial prudence, we anticipate further success in
2012 and beyond as we prepare to host the world in 2014.
There are a number of noteworthy differences between the 2011 unaudited figures and
the 2010 audited figures in the table on the following page:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Reduction in total Sponsorship reflects a growing proportion of sponsorship fees
and a significant reduction in the value of non-monetary sponsorship
agreements.
Reduction in total Grants to Pride Toronto resulting from the organization’s
ineligibility to apply for the Heritage Canada grant for the 2011 Festival caused
by City Council’s motion to hold back funding following the 2010 Festival.
Reduction in Permits & Fees revenue as more corporate entries entered the
Sponsorship category and greater numbers of community groups participated at
proportionally lower fees.
Reduction in Beverage Sales resulting from the beverage operation of only two
beverage gardens: TD Wellesley Stage and Labatt South Stage.
Reduction in total Donations & Fundraising resulting from the elimination of the
Annual Pride Gala & Awards event.
Reduction in total Advertising Sales resulting from the outsourcing of the Official
Pride Guide.
With the exception of Occupancy costs, all other expense categories are reduced
in 2011 when compared to 2010 audited figures.
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Financial

Pride Toronto
Statement of Operations
Year ended July 31, 2011
2011
Unaudited

2010
Audited

Revenue
Sponsorship

$

1,227,996

$

1,469,027

Grants

572,808

709,025

Permits & Fees

176,568

261,213

Beverage Sales

176,129

249,194

60,500

192,672

4,182

92,499

12,000

6,544

2,230,183

2,980,174

Media & Promotion

505,217

1,159,040

Salaries & Benefits

307,880

529,666

Festival Infrastructure

294,334

391,823

Office & Administration

334,693

355,211

Entertainment & Events

227,054

263,964

Beverage Cost of Sales

83,990

184,817

Community Outreach & Fundraising

47,124

183,235

145,750

135,048

Volunteer Costs

90,347

107,868

Communications & Security

45,946

58,532

Insurance

23,198

28,993

Amortization

14,000

13,785

2,119,533

3,411,982

Donations & Fundraising
Advertising Sales
Interest & Other
TOTAL REVENUE
Expenditures

Occupancy

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Excess of expenditures over revenue
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$

110,650

$

(431,808)
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REVENUES:
1%
3%

8%

0%
54%

8%

26%

Sponsorship
Permits & F ees

Grants
Bever age Sales

Donations & Fundr aising
Interest & Other

Adv ertising Sales

EXPENDITURES:
4%

2%

1%

1%

8%

23%

2%
4%

10%
15%
16%
14%

Media & Promotion
Salaries & Benefits
Festival Infrastructure
Office & Administration
Entertainment & Events
Beverage Cost of Sales
Community Outreach & Fundraising
Occupancy
Volunteer Costs
Communications & Security
Insurance
Amortization
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Human Rights

The Human Rights program which was delivered over four evening events included: a
community Asian event with the International Grand Marshal; a panel discussion on
Trans human rights; a short film and intergenerational panel discussion on Stonewall
Legacy on 30th Anniversary of Bath Raids in Toronto; and the reception for the
International Grand Marshal. All the events were well-attended by members of the
communities. In addition, there were two human rights exhibit booths during the festival
ensuring that the many people who visited learnt about Queer and Trans human rights
issues both at home and around the world.
The International Grand Marshal for this year was a lesbian legal rights activist and
recipient of two gender awards from Philippines, Angie Umbac, who joined both the
Trans and Dyke Marches, and led the Parade wearing a traditional Philippines dress.
Her presence resulted in the involvement of a contingent with queer and trans Asian
communities.

|

2011 Honourees

Pride Toronto partnered with Inspired Awards and other community organizations to
honour distinguished individuals for their outstanding contributions to the community.
The awards ceremony took place at the historic Casa Loma Castle. The winners of the
awards who were also the honoured group for this year’s Pride Parade are:
Michael Bach, Person of the Year
Leanne Iskander, Honoured Dyke & Youth of the Year
Fife House, Community Organization of the Year
Sacred Quest, Positive Business of the Year
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Arts & Culture

The festival seeks, through its arts & culture programs, to empower,
educate, entertain, and provoke the culturally rich and diverse
LGBTTIQQ2SA communities of the Greater Toronto Area.
Pride Toronto's primary consideration for inclusion is quality work which entertains but
also challenges and respects LGBTTIQQ2SA communities. The Programming team
seeks to showcase LGBTTIQQ2SA artists who: celebrate and preserve diverse
traditional culture, adapt traditional art forms with new technologies and sensibilities, and
work in contemporary as well as cross-disciplinary genres. Pride Toronto curates the
annual festival to represent a diverse range of nationalities, cultures, genres and art
forms that include: dance, music, theater, multi-media, circus arts, DJ culture, and much
more.

PROGRAMMING OF LOCAL ARTISTS:
• 97% of performances at Pride Toronto 2011 were by local artists; an increase from
85% in 2010.
• Of the 8 non-local performances, two were Canadian artists (Carole Pope, Deborah
Cox) now residing in the US, two were Trans-identified, 5 were part of Blockorama.

PROGRAMMING OF COMMUNITY MEMBERS:
• 94% of all performances at the 2011 festival were by LGBTTIQQ2SA-identified artists;
an increase from 77% in 2010.

TRANS-IDENTIFIED PERFORMERS:
• Performances by trans-identified artists comprised 11% of the programming at Pride
Toronto 2011.
• Of the total spent on artist fees, 13% was paid to trans-identified artists (artist fees,
travel & hospitality inclusive). Although the percentage of trans-identified performances
is the same as in 2010, spending on artist representation has increased by 6% at the
2011 festival.

YOUTH PROGRAMMING:
In addition to the full day at Alexander Parkette reserved for Fruit Loopz (programmed by
Supporting Our Youth) each year, Pride Toronto has a commitment to showcasing youth
performers on all of the festival stages; 2011 saw over 70 performances by youth
artists (29%).

NON-ENGLISH PROGRAMMING:
Many new non-English language performances were included in the 2011 festival. One
notable partnership was with Franco Queer to present “Franco Pride”, a full day of
French Language programming and community engagement in Norman Jewison
Parkette. Additionally, Festival attendees were able to enjoy the “Ménage à Trois”
program on South Stage.
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• 3.8% of the Arts & Culture budget was directed towards non-English programming in a
variety of languages including: French, Spanish, Hindi, Farsi, Tamil and Mandarin.

INDIGENOUS ARTISTS:
• Indigenous (2Spirit, Aboriginal, Inuit & Métis) artists accounted for 3% of the
performances at the 2011 festival, an increase from 1% in 2010.
• The Arts & Culture Manager began reaching out to Indigenous communities in April
2011 via a survey (available online and in hard-copy at both Pride Toronto’s offices as
well as at the 2Spirits Toronto space). The purpose of this survey is to bring 2-Spirit
First Nations, Inuit and Métis individuals, artists, performers and organizations together
to discuss Pride Toronto’s best practices for performances/arts presentations at future
festivals.

NEW VISUAL ARTS PROGRAMMING IN 2011:
A new visual arts program was added to the festival in 2011: (Proud) City: Propositions
for Future LGBTTIQQ2SA Activism in Toronto. Curated by Syrus Marcus Ware; Artists:
Eshan Rafi, Kara Sievewright, Eugenio Salas, Elisha Lim, Natalie Wood, francesca
nocera, Peter Kingstone; in partnership with The Toronto School of Art.

EXHIBITION DESCRIPTION:
Toronto has an incredible history of LGBTTIQQ2SA organizing and activism. It also has
a thriving artistic community and a burgeoning queer arts scene. (Proud) City:
Propositions for Future LGBTTIQQ2SA Activism in Toronto brings LGBTTIQQ2SA
activist and artists together to imagine the next iteration of creative resistance and
change-making in support of LGBTTIQQ2SA communities. This exhibition engages both
the artists and the viewers and asks them what they would like to see in the next 40
years of LGBTTIQQ2SA activism in Toronto.

BLOCKORAMA 13: BACK ON THE BLOCK @ WELLESLEY STAGE–
SUMMARY
Overall, the “Blockorama 13: Back on the Block” was a great success. The space was
running close to (and at) capacity for much of the afternoon and evening (post-parade).
We have received many positive messages from community members who found it to be
a moving, transformative and important experience to return to the space at Wellesley
Stage.
• Pride Toronto was pleased to channel additional funds towards artist fees, travel and
hospitality for Blockorama 13.
• Blockorama 13 accounted for 18.7% of the total Arts & Culture budget.
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Your Pride Team

Thank You for Making Pride Happen:
Staff
Glen Brown, Interim ED
Ryan Lester, Fundraising Director
Ben Freeman, Operations Director
TK, Arts & Culture Manager
Cristina Saban, Site Logistics
Peter McHugh, Communications

Sandra Vaughan, Golf Day
Jocelyn Molyneux, Greening Pride
Frank Folino, Human Rights
Crystal Moore, Media
Jared Breen, Media
Carolynn Gludish, Parade
Tristan Smith, Parade
Alex Anthony, Pride Week Partners
Bryen Dunn, Programming

Coordinators

Sean Hillier, Public Safety
Taylor Vanderwey, Public Safety

Rosemary Hardwick, 40 Plus

Mark Teeple, Site
Justin Harris, Site

Lucas Beaver, Affiliate Events
Nichole Jardine, Affiliate Events
Daniel Mustard, Beverage
Kia Buchanan, Beverage
Nik Redman, Blockorama
Syrus Ware, Blockorama
Joan Johnson, Blockorama
Sallyanne Hadzalic, Dis/Ability
Stephanie Brown, Dis/Ability

Amar Al-Sbayi, Streetfair
Christopher Scullino, Streetfair
Isil Ficici, Streetfair
Jacub Fernandes, Trans Pride
Luka Sidaravicius, Trans Pride
David Hutchison, Weekend Volunteer
Thomas Garnett, Weekend Volunteer
Tyler Johnson, Youth

Debbie Wooldridge, Donations
Moises Aguirre, Donations
Amber Moyle, Dyke March
Christina Chew, Family Pride
Meghan Rees, Family Pride
Dianne Moore, Free Zone
Lydia Sebastiampillai, Free Zone
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Partners

Public Partners:
• Funding Provided by the Government of Ontario
• City of Toronto
Premier Sponsors:
• TD Bank
• Bud Light
Official Sponsors:
• Ontario Lottery & Gaming (OLG)
• Trojan Condoms
• Via Rail Canada
• Viagra
• Proud FM
• OPSEU Rainbow Alliance
• Barefoot Wine & Bubbly
• Bruno Ierullo
Contributing Sponsors:
• UV Vodka
• Pizza Pizza
• York Federation of Students
• PODS Toronto
• ESKA Water
Media Sponsors:
• CTV
• CP24
• IN Toronto Magazine
• Pink Play Mags
• OUTlooks Magazine
• The Toronto Star
• GayGuideToronto.com
• OUTtv
• Shaun Proulx Media
Logos for Public Partners, Premier Sponsors and Official Sponsors recognized
on the following page.
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Public Partners:

Premier Sponsors:

Official Sponsors:
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Letters

Scott Mullin, Vice President
Community Relations, TD Bank Group | TD is very proud of our relationship with
Pride Toronto and to have returned in 2011 for a fifth year as a lead sponsor.
TD began our relationship with Pride Toronto in 2006 as part of a broad company-wide
diversity initiative. At the time many of TD’s LGBT employees were not comfortable
being out at work. It was clear that we had a lot of work to do. We decided to sponsor
Pride Toronto to demonstrate very publicly to our employees that TD wanted to be an
employer of choice for the community. Within days of us announcing our sponsorship a
Pride employee Network was started at TD - and we began a journey
to ensure that our LGBT employees, customers and communities saw TD as their bank
of choice.
Today we have some 2000 employees in our Pride Network across Canada. We also
sponsor Pride festivals in Halifax, Montreal, London, Kitchener-Waterloo, Edmonton and
Vancouver. TD supports numerous other LGBT focused organizations across Canada
including, among many, AIDS causes, anti-homophobia school programs and LGBT arts
and business organizations.
Sponsors don’t make Pride, people do. People who take on the challenge of organizing
Pride, people who volunteer countless hours before and during the event and of course
the tens of thousands of LGBT community members and their supporters who attend
Pride’s numerous events. To all those we offer our congratulations and our commitment
to continue being a strong supporter of the LGBT community.
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